13_133: "painting executed in the little time left in my study now bringing back
the horizontal flow and creating a light blue circle making use of silver and gold
to enhance the gray and the yellow colour respectively"
03_109: "songs heard while in holland and mostly what we sing to little livia but
also listening to songs at cas' birthday and listening to the songs given to me by
franco before going to italy and hearing songs there while at the supermarket and
around venice to then come back and mostly hearing songs sung to livia"
13_134: "taking advantage of myrthe's free day to execute a new painting and also
venturing to paint now with livia crawling in my study and again holding a light
blue drop without making it part of the horizontal flow"
09_152: "a lot of casualties linked to natural calamities and several accidents
and lastly also reading about some terror attacks now opting to just get my news
from the reuters website avoiding all the manipulated news of the main media"
06_110: "biking now regularly and reaching several distant destination with myrthe
and livia going there by car and me reaching them quite fast through the dutch
landscape and often choosing straight road and reaching both den bosch and later
going north to doorn to visit cas and petra in their cabin"
10_165: "films shot while in the netherlands still walking around with baby livia
mostly in culemborg but also exploring other dutch cities and spending one day in
a natural reserve"
17_093: "annotating clouds with the coming of the spring and now also spending
easter time in italy strolling around vicenza with myrthe and later making it back
to stockholm observing clouds there"
15_113: "a hard month emotionally and mostly due to getting the permission for the
building of the italian project and especially trying to find some architect or
engineer who could believe in me building it alone and other than that feel happy
with livia to take care of despite myrthe feeling quite stressed at work"
06_111: "taking a very long ride with my racing bike from culemborg all the way to
amsterdam pushing at time hard and at time slowing down checking the directions to
go though utrecht and later the south of amsterdam and nonetheless doing a good
job"
07_116: "folk met while in italy working on my installation in the barn attic and
getting to know the guy bringing me the gyps panels from my mother as well as the
artisan building the barn doors and windows and also getting to know better the
the boys and girls from the village during the summer festivity"
10_166: "filming now on my way by bike to amsterdam and then shortly filming in

culemborg before actually exploring the capital from amstel to the center and the
west finally ending up in stockholm walking also there from one side to another
and also filming throughout uppsala waiting for august to finish school"
12_083: "filming while pushing livia on the stroller yet going more seldom now
with her with the weather getting less nice and her sleeping more often in bed but
also manage to record thoughts talking small walks alone especially after going to
sweden"
02_161: "regular dreams now sleeping in our dutch house with a regular life and in
my brain mixing the nature in the mountains with the nature in holland also
getting quite affected by the decisions to be made concerning my museum and about
the newly renovated apartment in venice with many dreams related to my driving
with the car"
01_178: "a month working quite hard in the mountains cleaning the valley below the
cathedral and later getting back to a much calmer life in the netherlands still
working hard to take care of livia as well as on my project before going to visit
august in his swedish country house and using very little objects there mostly
walking around both stockholm and uppsala"
11_130: "ideas got while spending time in italy now checking the venice apartment
and also taking advantage to visit the art biennale and mostly getting ideas
roaming in the old city but also while working up in the mountains"
11_131: "spending my winter in the netherlands and getting many ideas with august
visiting us for the holiday especially while in maastricht with him but also while
visiting belgium"

